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Condo Construction Projects:
Why It’s Vital for Associations
to Seek Counsel First
By Lisa A. Lerner
For community associations, construction

legal entity of the selected contractor and

projects often represent some of the costliest

verify that it is properly licensed to perform the

expenses they will ever approve, but in many

work. They can also search for any complaints

cases associations enter into these contracts

filed against the contractor.

without consulting qualified association counsel in advance. With certain exceptions, condominium associations are required to obtain
competitive project bids that exceed 5 percent
of the total annual budget, including reserves.
For Homeowners Associations, the threshold is
10 percent.

It is also critical for associations to stipulate
that the contractor must maintain proper insurance coverage and limits, including workers' compensation and commercial general
liability insurance. The association will need to
be named in original certificates of insurance
reflecting that it is an additional insured and

Associations should contact board members

not merely a certificate holder. Association at-

or managers at other properties where the

torneys and insurance professionals are able

contractor has performed similar projects to

to verify the proper insurance provisions are

check references. Contractors should be asked

included in the contract and the contractor

to submit written bids in response to bid pack-

has all of the proper coverage. The contrac-

ages from the association that may include

tor should also produce all necessary building

specifications and drawings prepared by a li-

department permits for the project. Under

censed engineer or other design professional.

no circumstances should work be performed

Attorneys will obtain the correct name of the

without having secured proper permits.

To comply with construction lien laws, the
association must file a Notice of Commencement for any project over $2,500.
The payment schedule in the contract should
be commensurate with the percentage of the
work that is completed, and it should include
a retainage of 10 percent that is held back for
each payment. The contractor should provide
releases of liens and progress payment affidavits for all partial payments and releases from
all of the subcontractors and suppliers.
For additional important details, read the longer version of this article at www.southfloridaopulence.com.
Partner Lisa A. Lerner with the Coral Gables-based
law firm of Siegfried, Rivera, Hyman, Lerner, De La
Torre, Mars & Sobel, P.A. has focused on representing
condominium and homeowners associations in
matters involving all aspects of community association law since 1983. www.srhl-law.com, www.
FloridaHOALawyerBlog.com, 305-442-3334.
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Luxury Living, What’s Included OR What
Should Be Included? Think About IT
By Andrew Rand, controller & Director of Association Accounting at CSI Management Services
What should be included in luxury living?
Now is the time, before hurricane season,
to make sure your management company,
manager, or ultimately the board, has contingency plans ready. Think about how important the Information Technology function is
for your Association to continue operations in
the event of a natural disaster. In South Florida, statistically, we could be wide open for a
hurricane and related flooding, as it has been
years since a direct hit. A type of contingency
plan that should be prepared if your luxury
residence is in South Florida is a Hurricane
Disaster Recovery Plan (HDRP).
Disaster recovery is restoration of data and
business function after loss -- the resuming of
normal information processing operations after a major interruption. Business continuity is
the continuation of business by other means
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during the period in which computer processing is unavailable or less than normal. Plans
must be made for disasters, such as floods or
hurricanes, for when the data center is physically unavailable.
Computer files themselves must be made available, so periodic backup and off-site rotation
of computer files are basic parts of any disaster
recovery and continuity plan. A truth seldom
recognized is that an organization’s data is more
valuable than its hardware. Hardware can be replaced for a price, but each organization’s data
is unique and indispensable to operations. If
data is destroyed, it can’t be replaced. Periodic
backup and rotation are essential. The most
complete disaster recovery plan has an alternative processing site, backup and off-site storage
procedures, identification of critical applications
and testing of the plan.*

The Florida Division of Emergency
Management
can help assist in preparing your Hurricane
Disaster Recovery Plan at http://FLGetAPlan.
It takes you through a series of questions with
four different sections. Protecting your Association’s current and historical data, and being
able to resume normal processing quickly, is
an important thought to keep in mind as your
Association develops its Hurricane Disaster
Recovery Plan.
*Gleim, Irving N. “Study Unit 12 IT Software, Data
and Contingency Planning.” Gleim CPA Review.
2015 ed. Gainesville, Florida: Gleim Publications,
2015. 334-38. Print.
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